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ABSTRACT
Symbolic detection has been widely used to detect vulnerabilities
in smart contracts. Unfortunately, as reported, existing symbolic
tools cost too much time, since they need to execute all paths to
detect vulnerabilities. Thus, their accuracy is limited by time. To
tackle this problem, in this paper, we propose Park, the first general
framework of parallel-fork symbolic execution for smart contracts.
The main idea is to use multiple processes during symbolic execu-
tion, leveraging multiple CPU cores to enhance efficiency. Firstly,
we propose a fork-operation based dynamic forking algorithm to
achieve parallel symbolic contract execution. Secondly, to address
the SMT performance loss problem in parallelization, we propose
an adaptive processes restriction and adjustment algorithm. Thirdly,
we design a shared-memory based global variable reconstruction
method to collect and rebuild the global variables from different
processes. We implement Park as a plug-in and apply it to two
popular symbolic execution tools for smart contracts: Oyente and
Mythril. The experimental results with third-party datasets show
that Park-Oyente and Park-Mythril can provide up to 6.84x and
7.06x speedup compared to original tools, respectively.
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Figure 1: Example of Park Symbolic Execution of an EVM-
based Smart Contract

1 INTRODUCTION
Attacks on vulnerable smart contracts have resulted in severe finan-
cial loss. For example, SlowMist[28] reported that the total amount
of money lost due to blockchain attacks is over 20 billion dollars,
most of which are due to smart contract vulnerabilities. Hence,
how to detect the vulnerabilities in smart contracts is attracting
attentions from academia and industry.

There are substantial studies on detecting vulnerable smart con-
tracts, especially the contracts running in Etheruem Virtual Ma-
chine (EVM) [34]. They are based on various methods, like symbolic
execution [19, 30, 31], fuzzing [16, 24], static analysis [32], and so
on. As for symbolic execution, Oyente [21] and Mythril [23] are
two popular tools from academia and industry respectively (details
will be discussed in §9). The main idea of them is to use the symbol
as the input for the smart contract, then check out whether the
execution reflects vulnerability.

However, as evaluated by SmartBugs[12, 13], these symbolic
tools for smart contracts are effective but cost much more time
than other tools. This issue is usually due to the path explosion
problem, as the symbolic tools need to traverse all potential paths to
detect the vulnerabilities. Moreover, parallel SMT solving in those
tools does not work well (will be evaluated in §7.1). In this case, the
coverage and accuracy of the symbolic tools are limited by the time
(will be evaluated in §7.2).

There are several studies on parallel symbolic execution for im-
proving the performance, e.g., Cloud9[2], ParSym[27], SCORE[17],
PACCI[7], ParallelJPF[29]. However, they cannot be applied to de-
tecting vulnerabilities in smart contracts for the following reasons:
(R1) Lack of global view of all paths. Previous studies lack a
global view of the whole symbolic execution tree, which is not
needed in their scenarios, because their major target is to generate
test cases for traditional programs, and those test cases are enough
to trigger the traditional bugs, e.g., index-out-of-bound. However,
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smart contracts are different from traditional programs. In a smart
contract, the execution of two non-buggy paths may still result in
an exploitable bug (transaction-ordering bug [21]). Hence, for those
vulnerability patterns depending on the global variables during
the symbolic execution of contracts, previous studies cannot work.
We first describe four typical vulnerabilities first proposed in [21]
and show that two of them need global variables (will be given in
§6.1). (R2) No EVM state copy solution. A smart contract can be
triggered by a series of transactions, of which the states should be
copied among the parallel units. Nevertheless, previous studies do
not deliver the state copy among the units; instead, they deliver
the replay [2] or prefix [29] paths. The replay/prefix solution is
oriented to deliver symbolic paths through network transmission,
but it will cause redundant computing. Moreover, the replay/prefix
implementation is deeply coupled with their target programs and
cannot be directly migrated to EVM-based contracts. A detailed
comparison of related works will be given in §9.

To address the above issues, we propose Park, a general frame-
work for Parallel-fork symbolic execution for smart contracts. Fork
refers to the “fork” in the symbolic execution tree and process
management[33]. Park leverages multiple CPU cores to explore dif-
ferent symbolic paths in parallel in order to shorten the execution
time and provide higher coverage. An example of Park symbolic
execution of an EVM-based smart contract is shown in Figure 1,
where the total execution tree (left) is divided into three processes
(right). Each process holds partial path forks of the EVM contract.
Hence, the time can be shortened. To the best of our knowledge,
Park is the first study that provides parallel symbolic execution for
smart contracts. To implement this main idea, we need to tackle
three technical challenges as follows.

C1:How to partition the symbolic execution tree and copy
the states of EVM-based contracts? It is non-trivial for the sym-
bolic engine to partition the execution tree into different processes.
On the one hand, the engine should decide where to divide and
how to deliver the EVM state copy, as mentioned in R2.

C2: How to avoid the performance loss of SMT solver on
multiple cores?When running several processes of symbolic ex-
ecution on several CPU cores, we find the time of SMT solving
becomes longer than a single process, which affects the path explo-
ration of the symbolic tree. This is called the SMT Performance Loss
problem in this paper (will be measured in detail in §2).

C3:How tomaintain the global variables of different forks
for detecting vulnerabilities? As mentioned in R1, as each pro-
cess only sees a partial tree, their global variables are not complete.
It is challenging to maintain those global variables for detection.

We propose new solutions to address these challenges:
Fork-operation based Dynamic Forking Algorithm is de-

signed to solve C1. In Park, when the symbolic engine is running
an operation that generates a forked path in the control flow graph
(e.g., Code B or C in Figure 1), it will decide whether it can create a
new process to explore the new path, with the state copy.

Adaptive ProcessesRestriction andAdjustmentAlgorithm
is proposed to avoid the SMT Performance Loss problem via run-
time restriction and adjustment. After setup measurement, Park
can restrict the number of processes and adjust the SMT timeout
adaptively. In this way, Park can make full use of different CPUs
and maintain the completeness of path exploration, solving C2.

Table 1: Studies of Vulnerability Detection for Smart Con-
tracts based on Symbolic Execution (SE)

Study SE Engine GS Citations Github Forks
Oyente[21]

Oyente

1381 212
Maian[25] 338 81
HoneyBadger[31] 66 12
Osiris[30] 109 10
Mythril[23] Mythril 73 414
MPro[35] 7 -
teEther[19] teEther 163 30
Manticore[22] Manticore 81 365

Shared-memory based Global Variable Reconstruction is
proposed to reconstruct the global variables for vulnerability detec-
tion or report. We firstly give the theoretical proof of the necessity
of global variables in §6.1. Based on this proof and observation,
we propose a universal serialization and reconstruction method
for different types of global variables, namely the Global Variable
Reconstruction Algorithm. In this way, Park-based tools can finally
use the global variables to detect and report the vulnerabilities as
the same as the original tools. Hence C3 can be solved.

Park is implemented as a plug-in. After surveying the symbolic
execution based vulnerability detection tools for smart contracts,
we find that Oyente and Mythril are the two popular symbolic
engines, as shown in Table 1. Hence, we deploy Park to Oyente and
Mythril to evaluate the effectiveness (§7.2).

Results. We use two third-party datasets from SmartBugs [12]
and XBlock-ETH [36] for evaluation. One consists of 142 labeled
vulnerable contracts, the other consists of 1,000 most triggered real-
world contracts. Our experiment shows three key results: (1) Orig-
inal parallel SMT solving in Oyente and Mythril does not work
well on multi-core CPU to improve the performance (§7.1). (2) Park-
Oyente and Park-Mythril can improve the speed of detecting vul-
nerabilities without reducing accuracy. Specifically, Park-Oyente
can provide 6.84x speedup compared to Oyente, and Park-Mythril
can provide 7.06x speedup compared to Mythril, with the same
detected results from the SmartBugs dataset on 16 CPU cores, as
shown in Table 3. (3) The number of CPU cores and the global-
timeout are the key parameters that affect the performance of Park.
These experiments prove the motivation and feasibility of Park. The
implementation and results will be released on www.ParkSE.tech.

The major contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose Park as a vulnerability detection framework for
smart contracts. It includes a novel fork-operation based
dynamic forking algorithm during symbolic execution of the
EVM-based smart contracts, leveraging multiple CPU cores
for acceleration.
• We design an adaptive processes restriction and adjustment
algorithm for addressing the SMT loss problem.
• We design a shared-memory based global variable recon-
struction method to maintain the global variables among
different processes.
• We implement Park as a plug-in and deploy it to Oyente and
Mythril. The extensive experimental results on third-party
datasets show the performance of Park.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: §2 gives the back-
ground of the smart contract and symbolic execution. §3 gives an
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overview of Park. Then, §4, §5 and §6 describe the fork-operation
based dynamic forking algorithm and the adaptive processes re-
striction and adjustment algorithm, and the shared-memory based
global variable reconstruction method, respectively. §7 introduces
the implementation of Park and its application on Oyente and
Mythril, and §7 evaluates their performance. After discussing some
limitations of Park in §8 and the related work in §9, we conclude
the paper in §10.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Smart Contract Vulnerability
Smart contract.Blockchain-based smart contracts are autonomous
programs running on top of blockchains, which define the oper-
ation of the states [37]. Ethereum is the largest blockchain that
supports smart contracts[3], and it uses Ethereum Virtual Machine
(EVM) [34] to execute smart contracts.
Ethereum Virtual Machine. Figure 2 shows the procedures of
EVM-based contracts. First, EVM accepts the input from blockchain
transactions. If the transaction is invoking a smart contract, the
EVM will read the contract code from the state [9], and then it
executes the operations in the contract code, which may involve
reading and writing the variables in the contract storage or others.
Contract Vulnerability. The vulnerabilities (bugs) of smart con-
tracts are different from the bugs in traditional programs[5, 20].
First, the execution result of a smart contract depends on the trans-
actions. This leads to the potential transaction-ordering dependency
vulnerability [21], where attackers can send front-running transac-
tions to steal the money. Second, a smart contract can call another
contract. This leads to the potential mishandled-calling-exception
vulnerability [21], where malicious contracts could launch attacks.

2.2 Symbolic Execution
Symbolic Execution (SE). Symbolic execution is a classic program
analysis method[18]. Given a computer program, symbolic execu-
tion will systematically explore many possible execution paths
without requiring specific input. This technique does not use fully
specified input values but abstractly expresses them as symbols,
resorting to a constraint solver (e.g., SMT solver[11]) to construct
actual inputs [1, 4].
SE in Contract Vulnerability Detection. Symbolic execution
has been used to detect vulnerabilities in smart contracts. The left
part in Figure 1 shows that the codes of the smart contract can be
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Figure 4: Architecture of Park

conducted as a symbolic execution tree. There are two symbols
(X and Y) affecting the execution path. As shown in Figure 2, the
variables in blue and green are generated symbols (including X
and Y in Figure 1) in the symbolic execution of an EVM contract.
After the tool traverses all the paths, it can detect vulnerability by
matching the patterns.

2.3 Process in Unix-like Operating System
Process Fork. In Unix-like OS, one way to create a new process is
to use the “fork” from the operating system (hereinafter referred
to “OS Fork”). As shown in Figure 3, once A uses “fork” to create
B, B has an independent memory space. Unix-like OS applies the
copy-to-write [33] feature in memory management. Hence, the OS
does not copy the physical memory at the moment. A and B have
independent memory space by using the same physical memory.
Only when B changes the memory (write), the new physical mem-
ory is allocated and written. Note that this copy-to-write feature
will be used as the communication of Park.
Process Scheduling.Many Unix-like operating systems (such as
Linux) use time-sharing as the basic process scheduling policy. The
time of the CPU is divided into slices for different processes. Hence,
the more running processes, the less available computing time for
each process. This leads to the SMT Performance Loss problem (§2).

3 ARCHITECTURE OF PARK
Goals.We design Park with three goals in mind (1) Performance.
Park is designed to improve the performance of symbolic execution
for vulnerability detection of smart contracts. (2) Consistency.
With the same global symbolic execution tree, the results of the
Park-based tool should be the same as the original tool of smart
contracts. (3) Generality. Park is designed as a general framework
that can be applied to different symbolic engines of smart contracts.

3.1 Architecture
The architecture of Park is shown in Figure 4, explained as follows.
Fork-operation based Dynamic Forking: A module to decide
where to fork the process and copy the EVM state. It is exposed as
an interface used to check the information given by the Symbolic
EVM, operate with the operating system, and manage the running
processes. The details of the Fork-operation based Dynamic Forking
Algorithm (FDFA) will be introduced in §4.
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Adaptive Processes Restriction and Adjustment: A module to
evaluate how many processes are proper on the exact CPU. In
the meanwhile, it will reduce the effects of the SMT Performance
Loss problem by adjusting the SMT timeout corresponding to the
running processes. The details of the Adaptive Processes Restriction
and Adjustment Algorithm (APRAA) will be introduced in §5.
Global Variable Reconstruction: A module to collect and recon-
struct the global variables among several symbolic engines for
vulnerability detection. It allocates shared memory space to all pro-
cesses for variable collection. The proof of its necessity and the
detailed Global Variable Reconstruction Algorithm (GVRA) will be
given in §6.
EVM Contract: A contract to be verified.
Symbolic EVM: The symbolic run-time for Ethereum smart con-
tracts. Note that Park does not provide a new design of symbolic
EVM but is adaptive to existing symbolic EVM. Therefore, the sym-
bolic EVM here can refer to Oyente, Mythril, etc. We will introduce
the application on Oyente and Mythril in §7.
Main Process: The original process of vulnerability detection.
Detected Results: The vulnerabilities that can be located in source
code.

Note that the Symbolic EVM and Main Process (detecting mod-
ules) are from the original tools, e.g., Oyente, Mythril, etc. The three
modules on the top of the figure are from Park.

3.2 Steps
Based on the above modules in Park, the steps in Figure 4 are
described as follows.

(1) Input and Execute: The EVM contract is input to the Sym-
bolic EVM, and then the Symbolic EVM executes the contract.

(2) Sync Status: After executing each EVM operation, the Sym-
bolic EVM will synchronize its status (including the current oper-
ation code, next symbolic states, and constraints) to the Forking
Manager.

(3) OS Fork:With the decision made by FDFA, the Forking Man-
ager will call the operating system to fork the process if needed.
After that, it returns the branches they should go next to the Sym-
bolic EVMs.

(4) SMTTimeoutAdjustment:As for the EVMs in parallel pro-
cesses, Park will use APRAA to adjust the timeout of SMT solvers.

(5) CollectingGlobal VariablesOnce a Symbolic EVMfinishes
its execution, its output will be redirected to the Shared Memory.
All the global variables that are related to vulnerability detection
will be serialized into the memory.

(6) Process Waiting: Once the main process finishes its work
before others, it will wait for other child processes to be finished.

(7) Reconstructing Global Variables: The main process reads
the Shared Memory and then reconstructs the global variables
through the GVRA.

(8) Detecting Vulnerabilities: The main process detects and
reports the vulnerabilities to the file following its original way.

Workflow. For ease of explanation, we present an examplework-
flow in Park, as shown in Figure 5. For this example, the symbolic
execution tree is shown in Figure 1. There are three CPU cores in
this example. We omit the process switching between CPU cores.
In the beginning, Process 1 executes Code A and Code B in serial as

Process 1CPU 
Core 1

Process 2

Process 3

Shared Memory

A , B C

D

F

E

OS Fork 1

OS Fork 2

CPU 
Core 2

CPU 
Core 3

Figure 5: Example Workflow in Park (with Fig.1)

the original tools. When it finishes B, it faces two ”forks” (branches)
in the control flow graph (C and D). At this moment, Park “fork” the
process to Process 2 to execute D, and Process 1 goes for C. Note
that, Process 2 will hold the information of A and B, as its memory
is the same as Process 1. The same thing goes on in Process 3 (E and
F). These three processes run on different CPU cores and serialize
the global variables to the Shared Memory of Park. Finally, Process
1 reconstructs the global variables and detects the vulnerabilities.
In this example, the original execution will be executing six codes
on a single CPU core. With Park, the single CPU core only executes
partial of the codes. Thus the time is shortened.

3.3 Benefits
The benefits brought by Park correspond to our goals:
(1) Shortening the time and improving the coverage. Park
uses multiple symbolic EVMs in multiple processes, which are
running on multiple CPU cores. Therefore, exploring the same sym-
bolic execution tree, Park spends less time than the original. Within
a period of time, Park can explore more paths than the original tool,
improving the coverage of codes or states.
(2) Ensuring the same detected results as the original tools.
Park collects and reconstructs the global variables for vulnerability
detection. In this way, after Park-based symbolic execution, the in-
puts to the vulnerability detection (report) modules are the same as
the original symbolic execution. Hence it preserves the consistency
with the original (Non-Park) symbolic execution.
(3) Decoupled architecture to support easier applications.We
let Park and the Symbolic EVM be decoupled, and thus Park can be
easily migrated to other existing symbolic EVM.
A detailed comparison with previous studies will be shown in §9.

4 FORK-OPERATION BASED DYNAMIC
FORKING ALGORITHM

In this section, we introduce the Fork-operation based Dynamic
Forking Algorithm (FDFA), which is used to decide where to fork
the process and copy the EVM state, making full usage of CPU
cores. The pseudocode of FDFA is shown in Algorithm 1. It accepts
the delivered parameters from the symbolic EVM, including the
operation code 𝑜𝑝 (opcode), the state 𝑠 , and the corresponding con-
straints 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 . According to these inputs, FDFA will decide whether
it should create a new process, copy the state, and return the signal
to the symbolic EVM(s).

The exact steps in Algorithm 1 are explained as follows.
Fork-operation. For EVM-based smart contracts, only a few op-

eration codes result in the “fork” in the control flow graph: “JUMP”,
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Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of Fork-operation based Dy-
namic Forking Algorithm
Input: Opcode 𝑜𝑝 , State 𝑠 , Constraints 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠
Output: ProcessSignal: 𝐿𝐸𝐹𝑇 , 𝑅𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇, 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸

1 /* Fork-operation */
2 if 𝑜𝑝 ∈ {𝐽𝑈𝑀𝑃, 𝐽𝑈𝑀𝑃𝐼, 𝑆𝐿𝑂𝐴𝐷, 𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑂𝑅𝐸 } then
3 /* Branches checking */
4 𝑏1 , 𝑏2 ← 𝑛𝑒𝑥𝑡 (op,s)
5 if possible(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑏1) && possible(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠 + 𝑏2) then
6 /* Process Restriction */
7 if FM.running.length < MAX_RUNNING then
8 /* State copy */
9 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 = OS_FORK()

10 if 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 then

11 𝐹𝑀.𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ
←− 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠

12 return 𝐿𝐸𝐹𝑇
13 else
14 return 𝑅𝐼𝐺𝐻𝑇

15 end
16 else
17 return 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸

18 end
19 else
20 return 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸

21 end
22 else
23 return 𝑁𝑂𝑁𝐸

24 end

“JUMPI”, “SLOAD”, and “SSTORE”. (Note, some symbolic engines
might directly provide the symbol of SLOAD and SSTORE without
an extra branch, e.g., Oyente). Only when executing such operation
codes will Park need to consider whether it should fork. Other-
wise, a “NONE” signal will be returned to the symbolic EVM as the
message of nothing.

Branches Checking. As shown in line 4 to 5, FDFA gets the
next branches (𝑏1 and 𝑏2) according to the current opcode and state.
Note that the branches are always no more than two in the design
of EVM. After that, FDFA will check whether the two branches
are available. The “possible()” uses the SMT solver to check the
combined constraints of the current constraint and next branch. If
two branches are available, then the next step will be considered,
or “None” will be returned.

Process Restriction. As evaluated in the next subsection, there
is a SMT Performance Loss problem once there are too many pro-
cesses solving SMTs at the same moment. Therefore, a parameter
“MAX_Running” (calculated in the next subsection) is given to re-
strict the number of running processes in the ForkingManager
(FM), as shown in line 7. Any created process will be recorded into
the FM’s queue to monitor its running status, as shown in line 11.
Once the number of running processes reaches the limit, no more
processes will be created.

State copy. As shown in line 9 to 14, FDFA uses the “OS_Fork()”
to create a new process. At this moment, there will be two processes.
We name the old process as “LEFT” and the new one as “Right”.
The new RIGHT process will be allocated with new memory space,
including a new EVM state. However, the EVM state of the LEFT is
the same as the RIGHT. “OS_Fork()” copies the virtual address space
from the LEFT to the RIGHT, referring to the same physical memory.
Hence the EVM state can be regarded as being copied from LEFT
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Figure 6: SMT Performance Loss Problem in Different CPUs

to RIGHT. No more physical memory has been allocated at this
moment. Thus the time costs are low enough to be omitted. After
that, these two EVM states can be used for independent computation
since there are no conflicts in the memory. Finally, the signal “LEFT”
and “RIGHT“ are returned to the old symbolic EVM and the new
copied one.

Cleaning One Branch. After the symbolic EVM receives the
signal from FM, there could be some temporary variables used for
the next operation, such as the queue of “open-state” in Mythril and
the recursive “exec” in Oyente. Such temporary variables should
be only preserved in one branch but be cleaned up in the other.

In summary, the FDFA decides the forking based on EVM opera-
tions and copies the state by copying the virtual memory address.
However, there are two problems caused by FDFA. One is the SMT
Performance Loss. The other is that each process only sees partial
branches of the full execution tree, leading to wrong vulnerability
detection results. These two problems will be solved in the next
two sections.

5 ADAPTIVE PROCESSES RESTRICTION AND
ADJUSTMENT ALGORITHM

Adaptive Processes Restriction and Adjustment is a module in Park
to avoid the SMT Performance Loss problem. In this section, we
will first introduce the problem and our observation. Then, we
will introduce the Adaptive Processes Restriction and Adjustment
Algorithm (APRAA).

5.1 SMT Performance Loss Problem
Problem. As mentioned in §2, symbolic execution needs an SMT
solver to solve the constraints to check whether the path is possible.
In practice, the SMT solver requires a “timeout” parameter for
solving. If the solver cannot solve within such time, the solver
will return the constraints as unsatisfied (Premise1). On the other
hand, as mentioned in §2, more running processes will have a
lower average computing power for each process at the same time
(Premise2). Based on Premise1 and Premise2, it is easy to learn that
once there are too many SMT solvers running, the results might
always be unsatisfied since no solver can solve it in time. This is
called the SMT Performance Loss problem in this paper.

Observation. In order to observe the effects of the SMT Perfor-
mance Loss, we run Z3 (a popular SMT solver used in many SE
tools [21, 23]) for an evaluation. We use three different CPUs, which
are Intel Xeon D1581 and 8255C, AMD EYPC Rome, provided by
Tencent Cloud, restricted to 16 physical cores. We concurrently run
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different numbers of SMT solvers (from 1 to 32) to solve the “𝑎 > 𝑏”
constraint in a loop. We used 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 = 𝑡

𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇
to

measure the performance of each solver, where 𝑡 is the time and
𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇 is the number of SMT constraints. The result is shown in
Figure 6(a). Figure 6(a) shows that the solving time increases with
the number of processes. It increases faster when the number of
processes exceeds the number of CPU cores. If we set the timeout as
15 ms, then D1581 only works within 16 processes, and 8255C only
works within 30 processes. Therefore, the level of loss is different
on different CPUs.

Hence, we need to quantitatively evaluate the performance loss
and then restrict it to a certain level on different CPUs adaptively.
This is the “Restriction” in APRAA. In the meanwhile, to reduce
the effects of the loss, it is necessary to adjust the timeout of SMT
solvers case by case. This is the “Adjustment” in APRAA.

5.2 Algorithm (APRAA)
Metrics.Wefirst propose ametric to evaluate the SMTperformance
of different numbers of processes, which is the SMTs Per Second Per
Process (SPSPP). In a period of time from 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 to 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 , we suppose
there are 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃 processes, and each process solved 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇

constraints. The SPSPP is calculated as the following equation.

𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃
=

𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇 · 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃

(𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛) · 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃
=

𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 − 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛
(1)

Comparing the performance of multiple processes with the per-
formance of a single process, we propose the metric to evaluate
the performance loss for each solver, namely SMT Loss Per Process
(SLPP), as follows.

𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃
=
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃

− 𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1

=
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃

𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1
− 1 (2)

The SLPP on the mentioned CPUs is shown in Figure 6(b). This
figure also indicates that the level of SMT Performance Loss varies
on different CPUs. Although AMD is faster than Intel 8255C in
Figure 6(a), its SLPP drops more faster in Figure 6(b).

Restriction. Hence, on different types of CPUs, we propose the
algorithm to find the proper MAX_Process that could restrict the
SLPP to a certain threshold. As shown in Algorithm 2, on an un-
known machine, given a committed 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 of SLPP, Park
uses this algorithm to initialize a proper MAX_RUNNING param-
eter. It starts with one process, then loops to more processes to
evaluate the SLPP through the above equations. Once the SLPP
breaks the threshold, the maximum number of running solvers will
be returned.With such an algorithm, if we set the tolerant threshold
of SLPP to -10%, then MAX_RUNNING will be 12 on D1581, and 16
on 8255C and Rome.

Adjustment. Although we restrict the SLPP to a certain thresh-
old, there is still performance loss in SMT. In some rare cases, such
loss makes the paths fewer than the original. In order to reduce
the effects of such loss, we should extend the timeout value for
solvers. Hence, APRAA uses the ADJUST factors to extend the
solver-timeout, as follows.

𝐴𝐷𝐽𝑈𝑆𝑇𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃
=

𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔

+𝐴𝑑 𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 (3)

𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃
= 𝐴𝐷𝐽𝑈𝑆𝑇𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃

·𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛 (4)

Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of Adaptive Processes Restric-
tion and Adjustment Algorithm
Input: Committed 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
Input: Committed𝐴𝑑 𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
Input: Benchmark 𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇

Output:MAX_RUNNING, ADJUST[]
1 for 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔← 1 to∞ do
2 𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛 = 𝑛𝑜𝑤

3 for 𝑖 ← 1 to 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 do
4 new SolverProcess(𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇 )
5 end
6 OS_WAIT()
7 𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑 = 𝑛𝑜𝑤

8 𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ←
𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑆𝑀𝑇

𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑑−𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑛

9 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ←
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔

𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1
− 1

10 𝐴𝐷𝐽𝑈𝑆𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 ← 𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃1
𝑆𝑃𝑆𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔

+𝐴𝑑 𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
11 if 𝑆𝐿𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔 < 𝐿𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 then
12 MAX_RUNNING←running-1
13 return MAX_RUNNING, ADJUST[]
14 end
15 end

Table 2: Typical Vulnerabilities Proposed by [21]

Vulnerability Key Symbols Global
Transaction-Ordering Dependence MoneyFlows Yes

Timestamp Dependence OP_TIMESTAMP No
Mishandled Exceptions AffectedPC Yes
Reentrancy Vulnerability OP_CALLs No

The AdjustBase is a tolerance value committed by users that sets a
lower floor, e.g., 5%. When the SMT solver is solving, its timeout
𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑁𝑈𝑀𝑃

will be multiplied by this factor. As shown in Algo-
rithm 2, on a unknown machine, given a committed AdjustBase,
Park uses this algorithm to generate the ADJUST factors during
benchmark.

6 SHARED-MEMORY BASED GLOBAL
VARIABLE RECONSTRUCTION

As shown in Figure 1, each process in Park cannot see a global view
of the symbolic tree. This will lead to wrong results of detected
vulnerabilities. In order to solve this problem, we will propose the
Shared-memory based Global Variable Reconstruction method in
detail. We will first describe its necessity and then propose the
solution.

6.1 Necessity of Global Variables
First, we need to evaluate the necessity of global variables in vulner-
ability detection for smart contracts. The study in [21] is considered
one of the most famous studies in vulnerability detection for smart
contracts. It proposes four typical vulnerabilities. Their key symbols
(variables) that affect the detection results are shown in Table 2.

As shown in Table 2, Timestamp Dependence and Reentrancy
Vulnerability have no need for a global view because their key sym-
bols are dependent on one explored path. In other words, any path
with those symbols will result in a positive detection. However, the
other two vulnerabilities are different. We will prove the necessity
of global variables After the symbolic execution, we suppose there
are N final states in the global view: {𝑠1, 𝑠2, ..., 𝑠𝑁 }.
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Transaction Ordering Dependency. The detection module
can be summarized as follows:

𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 = {𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦_𝑓 𝑙𝑜𝑤 (𝑠𝑖 ) }, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑁 (5)

𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 = {𝑖, ∃ 𝑗 → 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠𝑖 ≠ 𝑀𝑜𝑛𝑒𝑦𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠 𝑗 }, (6)

It calculates the money flows then finds the concurrent ones. Once
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 is not empty, then the smart contract is marked with a
transaction-ordering vulnerability. However, in parallel symbolic
execution, the𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 is divided into different slices. Therefore,
suppose there is only one pair of 𝑖 and 𝑗 in the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 , 𝑖 and
𝑗 could fall into different slices. Then, all the 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡s calcu-
lated by the partial 𝐺𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒s are empty, leading to no detected
vulnerability.

Mishandled Calling Exception. The detection module is sum-
marized as follows.

𝑃𝐶𝑠 = 𝑔𝑒𝑡𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑃𝐶𝑠 () (7)
𝑈𝑁_𝑃𝐶𝑠 = {𝑝𝑐, ∃𝑖 → 𝑝𝑐 ∈ 𝑢𝑛𝑎𝑓 𝑓 𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 (𝑠𝑖 ) .𝑝𝑐} (8)
𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝐶𝑠 = 𝑃𝐶𝑠 −𝑈𝑁_𝑃𝐶𝑠 (9)

It firsts gets the problematic calling program counters (PC) from
the code and then finds which one does not affect the state in order
to remove it from the PCs. Once the 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝐶𝑠 is not empty, the
contract is regarded as a mishandled-calling exception. Therefore,
in parallel symbolic execution, suppose there is a process that has
only one state, its𝑈𝑁_𝑃𝐶𝑠 could be empty. In this case, its 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑃𝐶𝑠
are the same as the 𝑃𝐶𝑠 , which are considered as vulnerable, leading
to false positives.

In summary, without global variables from the whole symbolic
execution, we cannot detect the transaction-ordering-dependency
and mishandled-calling-exception vulnerabilities for smart con-
tracts. Hence, the beginning proposition is proved.

6.2 Global Variable Serialization
Relative Global Variables. Although not all the symbolic exe-
cution tree is needed for vulnerability detection, the key global
variables are needed. In this case, Park only serializes those global
variables that are relative to vulnerability detection, e.g., relative
Program Counter (PC). This is case by case in different vulnerabili-
ties and symbolic EVMs. Given Oyente as an example, the global
variables are: (1) Global problematic PCs for each vulnerability; (2)
Money flow of all paths; (3) Revertible overflow PCs; (4) Calls affect
state; (5) Visited PCs. Given Mythril as another example, the global
variables are the counter of total states, the problematic PCs and
the corresponding issues in each detecting module, and so on.

Redirection to SharedMemory. Parkwill allocate a new space
of sharedmemory, which is a temporarymemory file system flagged
by the process id of the main process. All the symbolic EVMs out-
puts are redirected to the shared memory.

6.3 Global Variable Reconstruction Algorithm
Park divides the global variables into the following types and pro-
vides different reconstructions for them, which is called the Global
Variable Reconstruction Algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 3. This
algorithm takes the serialized slices of global variables (𝑃𝐴𝑅𝑇𝑠) as
input and then outputs the reconstructed global variables (𝐺𝐿𝑂𝐵𝐴𝐿)
for further detection. Each variable type is described as follows.

Algorithm 3: Pseudocode of Global Variable Reconstruc-
tion Algorithm
Input: Serialized Partial Slice PARTs
Output: Global Variables GLOBAL

1 for PART in PARTs do
2 for var in PART do
3 if var.Type is AccumulatedInteger then
4 GLOBAL[var.Name] += var.Value
5 if var.Type is UniqueList then
6 for item in var.Value do

7 GLOBAL[var.Name]
𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ
←− item

8 end
9 if var.Type is MergedList then
10 for item in var.Value do
11 if item not in GLOBAL[var.Name] then

12 GLOBAL[var.Name]
𝑝𝑢𝑠ℎ
←− item

13 end
14 if var.Type is MergedDictionary then
15 mapping← 𝑣𝑎𝑟 .𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

16 for key in mapping do
17 GLOBAL[var.Name][key]← mapping[key]
18 end
19 end
20 end
21 return GLOBAL
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Figure 7: Park-plugin and Implementation

Accumulated Integer: The integers that can be accumulated
among symbolic EVMs, as calculated in line 4, such as the counter
of total states of Mythril.

Unique List: The list that each item should be appended directly,
as appended in lines 6 to line 7, such as the corresponding issues of
Mythril.

Merged List: The list that the items can be merged as one if they
are the same, such as the problematic PCs for each vulnerability of
Oyente and the revertible overflow PCs of Oyente. Only the new
items will be added to the list, as shown in line 10 to line 12.

Merged Dictionary (Mapping): The key-value dictionary that
the value can be merged if the key is the same, as shown in line 17,
such as the money flow of all paths of Oyente.

In this way, in our implementation of Oyente and Mythril (intro-
duced in the next section), the global variables can be reconstructed
from the shared memory to the main process.
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Figure 8: Performance of Original Parallel SMT Solving on
Multiple CPU Cores (RQ1)

7 IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
Plug-in Implementation and Application. For the ease of mi-
grating Park to other symbolic execution based tools for smart
contracts, we implement Park as a plug-in in Python. The source
code is about 1,500 lines. We apply it to Oyente and Mythril, be-
cause as shown in Table 1, Oyente and Mythril are the most popular
symbolic execution tools for smart contracts. A number of studies
are based on their engines. Figure 7 shows the detailed implementa-
tion of Park-Oyente and Park-Mythril. The application on Oyente
takes 200 LoC, and the application on Mythril takes only 20 LoC.
The diffidence is caused by the more codes of global variable re-
construction in Oyente. Moreover, they represent two classes of
symbolic EVM: Oyente uses a recursive function to deal with the
branches, while Mythril uses an object-oriented state to deal with
the branches. We will enhance other symbolic tools with Park in
future work, such as teEther and Manticore.

We design the evaluation for the following research questions:
RQ1: Does parallel SMT solving works well for existing symbolic
tools for smart contracts?RQ2:Does Park enhance the vulnerability
detection of Oyente and Mythril? RQ3: Why does Park work, and
what are the impacts of parameters?

Experimental Setup. We run the tools on the servers from
Tencent Cloud. Each server is equipped with the Intel Xeon 8255C
CPU (2.5GHz/3.1GHz). The CPU cores are restricted to 2, 4, 8, and
16 by the cloud service. The ratio of CPU cores to memory is 1:4.
For example, for a cloud server with 16 CPU cores, the equipped
memory is 64GB. Note that the number of CPU cores here refers to
the number of physical CPU cores that are not hyper-threaded.

Dataset. We use two third-party datasets of smart contracts for
verification: (1) SB-Curated. SB-Curated is a dataset of SmartBugs
[12]. It includes 142 Solidity contracts, labeled with nine classes of
vulnerability. These labeled contracts can be used to evaluate the
accuracy of the tools. In the following experiments, if and only if a

detected positive has the same line number and vulnerability type
as the label, it is regarded as a true positive. (2) Top-1K. XBlock-
ETH [36] provides on-chain datasets of Ethereum. Based on it, we
extract the top 1,000 (Top-1K) contracts that are most triggered
by users via 410,121,272 transactions among 573,785,320 contract-
triggering transactions in total as of March 2021. Therefore, these
contracts can be regarded as typical contracts in the real world.

7.1 RQ1: Original Parallel SMT Solving
Approach. We run the original symbolic tools in the same config-
uration to measure the performance with and without parallel SMT
solving. We run the two tools (Oyente and Mythril) on SB-Curated
with different numbers of CPU cores. The solver-timeout is set as 1
second, and the global-timeout is set as 100 seconds. We take the
average time of a contract as the performance metric.

Results. The results are shown in Figure 8, where “Origin” rep-
resents the original tool that does not use parallel solving, and
“OriginPL” represents the original tool that uses parallel solving.
As shown in Figure 8(a), as for Oyente, the average time of the
OriginPL is longer than the Origin in most configurations. This
indicates that parallel solving does not improve the perfor-
mance of Oyente and even reduces it. As shown in Figure 8(c),
the average time of the OriginPL is around 15% shorter than the Ori-
gin in most configurations for Mythril. However, the impacts do not
significantly change with the growth of the number of CPU cores.
The number of CPU cores does not affect the Origin or OriginPL.
This indicates that parallel solving in Mythril does not show
significant differences on multiple CPU cores. In summary,
the original parallel SMT solving does not work well for the two
symbolic tools to solve the problem of path explosion. As shown
in Figure 8, the average time of Top-1K is longer than SB-Curated.
This indicates that the most triggered contracts in the real world
are more complicated than the human-labeled contracts for testing.

7.2 RQ2: Vulnerability Detection Improvement
Approach. We run the original symbolic tools and the Park-based
tools in the same configuration to evaluate the performance of vul-
nerability detection. There are three configured variables: solver-
timeout (ST), global-timeout (GT), number of symbolic transactions
(TX, only for Mythril), and the number of CPU cores. From RQ1,
we can learn that the number of CPU cores does not affect the
performance of the original tools. Hence the number of CPU cores
is not regarded as the variable for the original tools in RQ2. We
measure the average time, detected positives, and true positives
(for SB-Curated) to evaluate the performance of tools. As for the
coverage, we use the original metrics of coverage in the tools, which
are the covered codes in Oyente and the covered states in Mythril.
Moreover, we find it unfair to compare an incompletely executed
contract (timeout) with a fully executed contract. Therefore, for
each test group, we divide the contracts into Origin-full and Origin-
timeout contracts, according to whether they are timeout in the
original tools. In this way, we can fairly compare the speed and
coverage between the original tools and the Park-based tools. Note
that since <TX=2> takes too much time for Mythril, we only exam-
ine it on 16 cores, but not on 2, 4, and 8 cores, which will be done
in future work.
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Table 3: Comparison between Park-based and Original Tools on SB-Curated Dataset (RQ2)

Tool Config Origin /
Pork (cores)

Origin-full Origin-timeout Total
Num. P Tp Avg. Time Speedup Num. P TP Coverage Cover’up P TP

Oyente

ST=1,
GT=300

Origin

138

569 44 10.69 -

4

50 0 0.36 - 619 44
Pork (2) 589 46 9.45 1.13x 58 0 0.43 1.21x 647 46
Pork (4) 612 46 5.27 2.03x 113 0 0.59 1.65x 725 46
Pork (8) 624 46 4.07 2.63x 119 0 0.71 1.98x 743 46
Pork (16) 616 45 3.18 3.37x 124 0 0.76 2.11x 740 45

ST=10,
GT=3600

Origin

137

650 47 76.22 -

5

88 0 0.33 - 738 47
Pork (2) 664 47 43.21 1.76x 111 0 0.56 1.71x 775 47
Pork (4) 615 47 17.69 3.76x 125 0 0.67 2.11x 740 47
Pork (8) 662 47 15.46 4.93x 148 0 0.74 2.26x 810 47
Pork (16) 649 47 11.14 6.84x 161 0 0.83 2.51x 810 47

Mythril

ST=1,
GT=100,
TX=1

Origin

137

326 51 18.04 -

5

41 0 4347.2 - 367 51
Pork (2) 331 75 13.29 1.36x 49 4 6044.4 1.39x 380 79
Pork (4) 334 52 10.51 1.72x 51 0 7070.6 1.63x 385 52
Pork (8) 327 75 9.42 1.91x 54 4 6103.6 1.4x 381 79
Pork (16) 326 75 9.32 1.94x 54 4 5869.4 1.35x 380 79

ST=10,TX=1
GT=4000

Origin 141 396 78 25.97 - 1 8 1 57605 - 404 79
Pork (16) 390 79 11.96 2.17x 19 1 127605 2.22x 409 80

ST=10,TX=2
GT=4000

Origin 137 500 102 247.32 - 5 52 4 53267.8 - 552 106
Pork (16) 496 102 35.05 7.06x 86 4 269495.4 5.06x 582 106

Table 4: Comparison between Park-based and Original Tools on Top-1K Dataset (RQ2)

Tool Config Origin/
Park(cores)

Origin-full Origin-timeout Total
Num. P Avg. Time Speedup Num. P Coverage Cover’up P

Oyente ST=1,
GT=300

Origin

906

126 57.17 -

92

35 0.52 - 161
Park (2) 130 32.25 1.77x 47 0.66 1.26x 177
Park (4) 131 20.06 2.85x 49 0.71 1.36x 180
Park (8) 135 12.2 4.69x 53 0.75 1.43x 188
Park (16) 132 7.87 7.26x 51 0.77 1.46x 183

Mythril

ST=1,
GT=300,
TX=1

Origin

915

3327 77.52 -

85

1202 9665.47 - 4529
Park (2) 3358 53.55 1.45x 1725 15014.54 1.55x 5083
Park (4) 3352 40.52 1.91x 1841 19452.8 2.01x 5193
Park (8) 3333 35.07 2.21x 1831 25740.33 2.66x 5164
Park (16) 3329 32.53 2.38x 1895 34585.79 3.58x 5224

ST=1, TX=2
GT=300

Origin 931 3718 720.45 - 69 1846 99149.57 - 5564
Park (16) 3821 91.71 7.86x 2162 381041.17 3.84x 5983

Results on SB-Curated. Table 3 shows the comparison be-
tween Park-based and original tools on SB-Curated. The upper part
in Table 3 shows the comparison between the original Oyente and
Park-Oyente. When ST is set as 10 and GT is set as 3600, the original
Oyente detects 738 positives, and 47 of them are true positives. With
the same configuration and 16 CPU cores, Park-Oyente detects the
same number of true positives but takes less time. As shown in the
column of “Origin-full” contracts, for those fully executed contracts
in original Oyente, Park-Oyente can provide 6.84x speedup. More-
over, for those incompletely executed (“Origin-timeout”) contracts,
Park-Oyente can improve the code coverage from 0.33 to 0.83, which
is a 2.51x coverage-up. This also results in more detected positives
since Park-Oyente explores more branches than Oyente in the same
time. We note an anomaly: when ST=10, GT=3600, in some cases,
Park-Oyente detects fewer positives than Oyente. This is not an
error. It results from the detection module in Oyente, which will be
detailed in RQ3-2. The lower part in Table 3 shows the comparison
between the original Mythril and Park-Mythril. For different con-
figurations, Park-Mythril detects more positives than the original

Mythril. In the two test groups where TX=1, Park achieves more
true positives, but the speedup is not significant. As for the test
group where TX=2, Park-Mythril, and Mythril both detect 102 true
positives. With this same result, Park-Mythril can provide 7.06x
speedup for the completely executed contacts in Mythril and 5.06x
covered states for the timeout contracts. As mentioned in §5, the
extension (adjustment) of solver-timeout is necessary to address
the evaluated SMT performance loss problem. If we do not extend
solver-timeout in the Park-enhanced version, then Park will find
fewer positives but be faster.

In summary, on the SB-Curated dataset, Park-based tools cost
less time and achieve higher coverage significantly than the original
tools. With the same true positives, Park can provide 6.84x
speedup for Oyente and 7.06x speedup for Mythril.

Results on Top-1K. Table 4 shows the comparison between
Park-based and original tools on Top-1K dataset. Top-1K is the set
of the most triggered contracts in the real world. It does not have
the ground truth of vulnerabilities. However, we can still compare
the performance of tools via the number of positives to evaluate
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Table 5: Statistics of Details of the 931 Origin-full Top-1K
Contracts setting ST=1, TX=2, GT=300 in Mythril (RQ2)

Speedup <=1 (1,3] (3,5] (5,7] (7,9] (9,11] >11
# Contracts 11 149 134 177 209 147 104

the soundness. The upper part in Table 4 shows the comparison
between the original Oyente and Park-Oyente. In all test groups,
Park-Oyente detects more positives than Oyente. When ST is set
as 1 and GT is set as 300, with 16 CPU cores, Park-Oyente detects
182-161=22 more positives than Oyente. Moreover, Park provides
7.26x speedup for those original fully executed contracts (O-F’)
and 1.46x coverage-up for those timeout contracts. The lower part
in Table 3 shows the comparison between the original Mythril
and Park-Mythril. Similarly, in all test groups, Park-Mythril detects
more positives thanMythril. In the last group, where ST=1, GT=3600,
TX=2, Park-Mythril provides 7.86x speedup for the original fully
executed contracts and 3.84x coverage-up for the timeout contracts.
In summary, on the Top-1K dataset, Park-based tools also
cost less time (7.26x for Oyente and 7.86x for Mythril) and
detect more positives than the original tools.

Detailed Results on Top-1K.Asmentioned in §7.1, the Top-1K
contracts in the real-world are more complicated than the human-
labeled contracts for testing. Hence we deeply investigate the de-
tailed speedup of Top-1K. We provide detailed statistics for each
origin-full contract. We compare the execution time of each con-
tract, which is from the raw experimental data in the last row of
Table 4, in order to quantify the exact acceleration for each origin-
full contract in the Top1K dataset, using Park-Mythril. We calculate
the speedup (𝑡𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛/𝑡𝑃𝑎𝑟𝑘 ) for each, and then count the contracts
to see the distribution, as shown in Table 5. It shows that, for the
931 origin-full contracts in Mythril, Park accelerates most con-
tacts (920/931=98.8%) and decreases performance for only very few
ones (11 in 931). For these 11 contracts, the original time is 18.4
seconds on average, but Park takes 28.8 seconds. The reasons for
the decrease are two-fold. First, the consumption of forking might
cause extra time. Second, Park adjusts the solver-timeout and thus
explores more paths with more time.

7.3 RQ3: Impact of Parameters
From the answers to RQ1 and RQ2, we learn that the number of
CPU cores and the global-timeout might be the two key parameters
affecting the efficiency of Park. Therefore, in this subsection, we
examine the impacts of these two parameters.

RQ3-1: What is the impact of the number of CPU cores in
Park?

Approach. We run the Park-Oyente and Park-Mythril on the
two benchmark datasets with different numbers of CPU cores (2,
4, 8, 16), ST=1, GT=300. Then, we measure the number of detected
vulnerabilities (positives) and the coverage metrics (code coverage
in Oyente and total covered states in Mythril) for comparison.

Results. The results are shown in Figure 9. As for Park-Oyente,
as shown in Figure 9(a) and 9(b), with the growth of the number
of CPU cores, Park-Oyente detects more vulnerabilities, achieving
higher code coverage in most cases. As for Park-Mythril, as shown
in Figure 9(c) and 9(d), in most cases, Park-Mythril detects more
vulnerabilities with more CPU cores, exploring more covered states.
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Figure 9: Impact of Number of CPU Cores of Park (RQ3-1)
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Figure 10: Impact of Global-timeout of Park (RQ3-2)

However, we can observe some turning-point in the curves. For
example, in Figure 9(c) CPU=4 is higher than others, and in Fig-
ure 9(b) CPU=16 is lower than others. These points might be caused
by the adjustment of APRAA for different cores. Despite the impact
on the CPU power wall, we can observe that, in most cases, Park
can achieve higher coverage with more CPU cores, hence detecting
more vulnerabilities.

RQ3-2: What is the impact of the global-timeout in Park?
Approach. We run the Park-Oyente and Park-Mythril on the

two benchmark datasets using 8 CPU cores, with the different
configurations of global-timeout (50 to 600 seconds on SB-Curated,
50 to 300 seconds on Top-1K). ST is set to 1.

Results.The results are shown in Figure 10. As shown in the four
sub-figures, in most cases, as the global-timeout increases, so do the
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Table 6: Comparison between Park and Previous Studies
of Parallel Symbolic Execution (ParallelJPF[29], Cloud9[10],
ParSym[27], SCORE[17], PACCI[7])

Studies [29] [10] [7, 17, 27] Park
Execution Type Symbolic Symbolic Concolic Symbolic
Communication PreCond’ Replay’ Cases State copy
No Redundancy × × ✓ ✓

Global Variables × × × ✓

Compute Unit Server Process
Input Code Java LLVM C EVM
Output Result Test Cases Vulnerabilities

number of detected vulnerabilities and coverage (covered code and
covered states). Nevertheless, as for Park-Oyente, in some rare cases
where the global-timeout and coverage are smaller, the number
of the detected positives could be more. For example, as shown in
10(b), the detected vulnerabilities of GT=100 are fewer than that of
GT=50, but the coverage is the opposite. The reason is that, in the
original Oyente, it will first mark some positives before execution
(e.g., callstack) and then removes the false positives during the
execution. In other words, the detected false positives could be
more if it covers less code. Hence, this reflects on a few fluctuations
in the curves. In a macro view, the higher global-timeout is set, the
more vulnerabilities can be detected in Park.

In Park, the global-timeout is related to how complete a contract
can be explored. The time of vulnerability detection consists of two
parts: symbolic time, which executes the exact codes/states/paths
with the SMT solver, and basic time, which builds the control flow
graph and checks the vulnerability patterns for the finalized sym-
bolic models. Park can only shorten the symbolic time. If a contract
was executed with a small global-timeout, then the symbolic time
is limited, and it will stop in partial states when the timer of the
full contract raises a timeout. In contrast, a larger global-timeout
will allow the contract to be executed more completely, showing
the significant advantage of Park more clearly.

8 DISCUSSION
This section introduces some limitations in Park, which will be
addressed in future work. First, there are some other parameters
in Park and the original tools that need to be investigated, e.g., the
usage of APRAA, the loop bound, the solver-timeout, the tolerance
value, etc. We will investigate them and other tools in future work.

Second, the adjustment of solver-timeout has some random effect
on the results obtained from different CPUs. Inspired by the settings
of the Z3 solver, wewill use “rlimit” rather than “timeout” to achieve
higher consistency in future work. This rlimit implementation may
be slower than the timeout version but achieve higher consistency,
which will also be released on our website.

Third, the forking is still too “heavy” for the OS scheduling. A
new parallel SE model such as using the co-routine will be investi-
gated to further improve the efficiency.

9 RELATEDWORK
SE-based Vulnerability Detection for Smart Contracts. Sym-
bolic execution (SE) has been widely used for various smart con-
tract analysis[6, 8], especially vulnerability detection for smart

contracts[15, 19, 21–23, 25, 30, 31, 35]. Oyente [21] uses SE to de-
tect contract vulnerability. Several tools extend its SE engine to
detect new vulnerabilities, such as Maian [25], HoneyBadger [31],
and Osiris [30]. Mythril [23] is another symbolic tool for EVM
bytecode. Mpro [35] is developed based on Mythril. TeEther [19]
uses SE to automatically exploit the vulnerabilities. Manticore [22]
proposes a SE framework for binaries and smart contracts. We pro-
vide a survey of these tools in Table 1, in the metrics of Google
Scholar Citations and Github Forks. The selection criteria are that
the listed tools are validated by previous benchmark research from
major computer conferences (ISSTA2020[14], UsenixSec2021[26],
ICSE2020[12]), and the tools are open-source. In this way, we find
that Oyente and Mythril are the two most popular tools and thus
select them for evaluation.

Parallel Symbolic Execution. Researchers have designed par-
allel methods for enhancing the efficiency of symbolic execution
of traditional programs. Cloud9 [2, 10] is a platform for automated
testing of real-world software, using scalable parallelization of sym-
bolic execution on clusters of commodity hardware. ParallelJPF [29]
uses Simple Static Partitioning, which utilizes a set of pre-conditions
to partition the symbolic execution tree and hence achieves parallel
symbolic execution. In this way, it can generate test cases, finding
exceptions. ParSym[27], SCORE[17], and PACCI [7] explore mul-
tiple branches of a path condition in parallel by distributing the
concrete test cases among available workers in every iteration.

Table 6 shows the differences between Park and the previous
studies in parallel symbolic execution, including: (1) Execution
Type: ParallelJPF, Cloud9, and Park use only symbolic execution
that uses symbols as the program inputs. ParSym, SCORE, and
PACCI use the so-called Concolic Execution. They use a concrete
test case in the beginning and then generate more test cases via solv-
ing symbolic expressions. (2) Communication: Cloud9 delivers
the replay paths to be replayed on the new compute unit. ParallelJPF
delivers the pre-conditions among the units, then each unit only
focuses on its own conditions. ParSym, SCORE, and PACCI support
concolic execution, and they need to deliver the test cases. Park cre-
ates a virtual state copy in memory for the new process. Thus, the
new process can directly read the physical memory of the old ones.
Thus it improves the efficiency compared to Cloud9 and ParallelJPF.
(3) No Redundancy: Cloud9 needs to replay the paths in the new
compute unit, and thus the computing during the paths is redun-
dant. As for ParallelJPF, different compute units still have to execute
the same prefix of the pre-conditions. The three concolic tools have
no redundancy since the test cases are deduplicated by the central
server. Park does not compute for the redundant state and thus
has no redundancy in symbolic execution. Therefore, only Park
provides the state copy and also avoids redundant computing, thus
saving time. (4) Global Variables: Previous studies of parallel sym-
bolic execution do not need the global variables since their target
is to generate test cases, not to detect vulnerabilities. (5) Compute
Unit: Cloud9, ParSym, SCORE, PACCI, and ParallelJPF use server
as the compute unit. Although ParallelJPF provides an option of
process, the logic is still like servers. Hence, the latency of them
depends on the network of servers. On the contrary, the latency
of Park’s processes depends on the memory. Note that the latency
of the network is usually much longer than that of the memory.
This is also one of the reasons that Park can provide the state copy
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directly to the new unit, improving the efficiency. (6) Target Code:
Only Park takes the EVM bytecode as the target code. Other tools
cannot be directly used for EVM-based smart contracts since they
do not support EVM code. It is worth noting that Park and other
symbolic tools for smart contracts also support the Solidity code but
essentially execute the EVM code after compilation. (7) Target Re-
sult: To the best of our knowledge, almost all the studies of parallel
symbolic execution are used for the generation of test cases, aiming
at finding the exceptions of programs. Only Park is designed for
accelerating vulnerability detection for smart contracts. Note that
we can hardly modify the previous tools to provide a quantitative
comparison, because the input code and output result are not for
smart contracts and are deeply coupled with their algorithms.

10 CONCLUSION
This paper presents a framework of parallel-fork symbolic execu-
tion for smart contracts to accelerate vulnerability detection. Park
introduces a fork-operation based dynamic forking algorithm to
leverage multiple CPU cores. Park proposes an adaptive processes
restriction and adjustment algorithm to solve the SMT performance
loss problem. Park uses a shared-memory based global variable
reconstruction method to maintain the global variables among dif-
ferent processes. Park is implemented as a plug-in. Experimental
results show that Park can provide up to 6.84x speedup for Oyente
and 7.06x speedup for Mythril on 16 CPU cores.
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